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Reading & Evaluating a Book 

Do you desire to grow and experience the depths of relational intimacy Jesus offers? 

As we grow to become all God wants us to be, reading plays a significant role. Reading gives 

us access to insight into the hearts and minds of Christian spiritual masters who have gone before 

us. 

With limited time and information overload all around us, though, be discerning.  

Often recommendations from trusted people are a good source. I read relatively little published 

today because so many are either fluff or pendulum books.1 I have twenty or so solid classics that 

I try to reread every year or so, often discovering new insight when I do because I have grown 

spiritually.  

Develop the habit of good reading! How do we do it?  

Here are a few of my thoughts and processes as a launching pad for you to add, adapt and 

personalize.  

1. Decide whether to read recommended books: Yes, even the ones I recommend! I pull the 

book up on Amazon.com. Then I read all the negative reviews (1-3) and one, thorough positive 

reviews. I’ve read enough that I can normally tell from who was invested enough to criticize the 

author what position the author takes. We can know a lot about a person by the enemies they 

have. I then check out the author’s page, also normally available on Amazon.com. Then if a 

portion of the book is displayed, peruse the Table of Contents and scan chapter titles. Perhaps 

even scan part of the introduction if it’s displayed. After you develop some knowledge of authors, 

read the “recommendations” to see who has endorsed this. What is the author’s professional 

background (professor, pastor of a large church, small church pastor, homemaker)? What school 

did the author attend? This can help to know the theological bent. Who is the publisher (certain 

publishing houses print books with certain biases)? Then I decide whether to buy it. If you buy, 

all this helps you read the book better. 

2. Know the author’s subjective bent: Read the back jacket or author’s background from 

Amazon.com under “author.” I turn to the Table of Contents and scan the chapters and sections. 

What biographical info can you glean as you read (age, upbringing, key life events; often an 

author is scarred by his/her past, which causes distortion)? Is the author a practioner or 

academically bent? There is a large difference between a theologian-first writer who has become 

a pastor (that is, the author developed mental maps and approaches as a theologian) and a 

practioner-first writer who now teaches in Bible schools.  

2. Read as you eat fish: All books have “bones,” some sharper and larger, some more subtle. 

Even what you’re reading now! Savor the meat and lay aside the bones. “Extract the precious 

from the worthless” (Jeremiah 15:19, NASB). 

3. Identify books as primarily “head” or “heart” books: Because of seminary, I used to read a 

lot of “head” books, those that primarily communicated information to my head. This is great, 

when we recognize this and move truth to impact life. Now with a solid spiritual foundation, I 

find that “heart” books lead to more LifeChange. When you find an author that blends both 

together, you have discovered a gold mine to explore! “Study for yourself and recommend books 

for the needs of others.” I will read books that help me with insight, yet I may only seldom 

recommend to others because they demand a high level of discernment to stay on track.  
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4. Pay attention to “either/or” thought patterns: Specially scholars tend to write in either/or 

contrasts. They may pit two ideas against each other, often sketching out the position they are 

refuting with “straw man” arguments (that is, painting the picture of the other side as a caricature, 

exaggerating elements they are refuting or taking legitimate arguments from fringe people). 

Scripture does teach either/or truth in the main and plain (man without Christ is either lost or not; 

Jesus is either God or not). Begin to think more Both/And in arenas that are not crucial or clear. A 

similar technique is part-for-the- whole thinking where a legitimate part is lifted up as if it were 

the whole. Differentiate between “differences that do make a difference and differences that do 

not make a difference.” Develop a ministry that majors on the main and plain, the clear and the 

crucial.  

5. Develop a theology of awe & wonder: Most Western Christians seem to have difficulty 

living with tensions. For instance, systematic theologians often clearly sketch out two paradoxes 

of authentic truth, and then bridge the tension with their own thoughts and detailed reasoning, 

without making a distinction between truth and opinion. Others jettison one and focus on the 

other. I prefer to leave the two pillars standing in majesty side by side and use the creative tension 

to worship a God whose thoughts and ways are far above my own.  

6. Scan material that seems marginal: If it’s a book I want to read, but it’s not gripping me, 

I’ll read only the first sentence of each paragraph until something grabs me. Good writers 

normally have their paragraph thesis sentence as the first sentence. If the following paragraph 

makes no sense, I’ll go back and read the last sentence of the previous paragraph to pick up the 

context.  

7. Prepare to access the book later: As I’m reading through a classic book from a spiritual 

master, I expect to find insight that I’ll want to draw on later. A thought, quote or illustration may 

grip me. I write the page number with a short descriptive phrase inside the cover of the book. I 

also use the Table of Contents to give a short evaluation of the chapter (“-” means nothing of 

worth in the chapter;” “0” means some and I will usually write a descriptive phrase with page 

numbers; “+” means a rich chapter). This allows me to quickly gather the fruit of my study and 

also reread it in a few years and know where the treasure lies. I like to write down the date I read 

the book because that helps me later to know where I was on my journey when I read it the first 

time.  

8. Perhaps be a bone examiner: The bones that you laid aside can perhaps be what exposes our 

blind spots (we all have them; some of us are unaware; that is why they are blind spots!) We are 

lifelong learners so don’t hesitate to explore with the Spirit of God. I have laid aside “bones” in a 

book, then picked the bones up two years later and discovered they were actually brilliant insights 

that stretched my limits. Timing plays a large role. I only revisit “bones” in books where the meat 

was delicious! When I revisit the “bone collection,” I ask two questions. “What is the least it 

must teach?” and “What is the most this may teach?” Build your theology on the first questions 

and allow the second question to stretch us. Don’t build foundational doctrine on the second 

question.  
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1 To me, a Christian “pendulum” book is one that swings too far to one side of a Both/And 

creative paradox. It normally takes the “common” Christian understanding it seeks to challenge 

and paints that side with a “straw man.” By that I mean there’s truth to what they say, although 

exaggerating the negatives and minimizing the positives. It’s true, yet like political cartoon is a 

caricature, exaggerating true physical traits of the person to the point of distortion. A pendulum 

argues more often with either/or contrasts when Both/And may fit better or by lifting up one 

aspect of a truth as if it’s the whole truth (part-for-the-whole distortion). Be careful with such 

authors, even if they have built large churches. Satan used this strategy in Genesis 3 to tempt Eve 

and it’s described as deceit. 

Having shared my caution, I’ve learned a lot for myself from pendulum books. When I’m aware 

of the distortions and not taken in, I can then stretch the side the author is espousing. 


